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HOW SAFE IS SAFE ? aids to anticipating what was formerly unantici-
pated. The probabilities have been qualified

The question "How safe is safe?" will be and quantified. The result of these efforts per-
frequently directed to those who work at pre- mitted us to send men to the moon and bring
venting accidents. The question will often take them back safely. They can be used t_, many
these forms: How far do we have to go with other applications with similar success.
these precautions? how much money or effort
shall we spend ;:o prevent accidents7 do we THE ANSWER IS LAW
need "redundancy," "hack-up," "guards,"
.,fail-safe," "emergency procedures," "more But this search still does not answer the
training?" If we provide hackup for an opera- question fully--how safe is safe? It only tells
tton, shall we hackup the hackup? If we do, us that asking "what Jr?" often enough and pro-.
how much safer is it? If we spend money to vlding the answers ;,111 make our hardware,
reduce the hazards all the way, is it worth it? process or management safer. In fact, to be "
Is the benefit worth the risk? This last ques- able to go all the way, will require more than
tlon has become a most serious one for busl- human clairvoyance. I submit that in anygtven
hess men today In the light of Increasing situation the question of whether this process •
awareness of the public and attending claims has been followed to an adequate degree will
consciousness. While still not taken as a usually be explored in a court of law.
national policy, It is becoming more and more Safety is a state of being free from or the
recognized that "accidents can be prevented." absence of danger. Danger Is a positive ,, Jrd

,_ And so--how much prevention? and means that there is a potentlalfor harm or

We safety managers have a notion that we loss. (Inctdentially, the word for "safe" in

! know what Is safe. No doubt! Experience gusslantstheequtvalentinEngltshof"danger"
teaches us to know better than some others (oposnosti) plusthepreflx"wtthout"(bez)which
what is safer, and only perhaps what is unsafe, makes it "safe" i.e., without danger.) Harm Is

: But "safe" and "unsafe" are general, abstract, damage or hurt. And, unless the hurt is to the
unquantifted, relative terms. Here-to-fore we perpetrator himself, there can be a claim for
have been successful only to the extent that negligence. When negligence Is alleged in a
we have given more attention to eliminating court action to be the cause of the damage, we
or controlling conditions from which accidents are all set for a determination of "how safe is
can arise which are discernible to a trained safe" because the law will want to knowamong
eye. other things "How diligently did the responsible

The unconscious desire of specialists is person look for the causes of harm and what
to prevent change In their spectalty--(A quot- did he do about them."
able quote from one of the :ases)--"To a Throughout the eases of negllgenee, deqnt-
specialist "change" means unlearning a see- tions and court determinations are generally
tlon of knowledge, a painful process'" consistent. In general "negligence is an act or •

With the development of additional attention omission in violation of duty to exercise
and emphasis on safety andthegreaterurgency ordinary care by reason of which injury to q

•, t
technologically, socially and politically, we are person or property occurs."* i

_ refining the search to prevent accidents with Courts always imply that the negligence or l
the more diligent application of engineering failure to do or not do was what a reasonable
methods and the stricter use of logic and of or prudent person would do or would not do
computer selected information. Thus con- under the circumstances.
dltlons that were formally called "accident
causes," are found out or discovered, and PRUDENT PERSONS WILL ANALYSE

anticipated, and the potential for _.oss elimi-

nated, controlled, or otherwise negated. We It is my purpose to advance the ldeathat Infind that many so-called accident causes were some circumstances "what a reasonable or

not unforeseeable and unpredictable! We didn't prudent person would have done under similar
search with sufficient diligence! Thus system \
safety analyses become, not panaceas, but only *See. 32, 38 AM. Jurg, P643.
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circumstances" will be to make a systems Safety Analysis Report, Operations Readiness

analysis. So far I have been unable to find ad- Review, Fault Tree Analysis, Failure Mode
judicated cases where this has happened, though and Effects Analysis, etc., provides recorded
Pve been told it has. proof that one was diligent, not negligent.

If there are any, they are rare, so _ar. How= The day may be here already, considering
ever, one does not have to stretch the imagina- the advances in technical knowledge and tech-
tion to realize that under many circumstances, niques for retrieval of hazard information and
now developing in products safety, technical accident experience, that a man or person
operations, complex machinery, aircraft, pol- (corporation) may be considered negligent if he
lution and other modern situations, negligence has not used a system analysis in the degisn of
will consist "in" not having looked as sys- a product to offer to the public.
tematlcally as cne could have. "The policy If thin theory is to be of value, the question
of the law has relegated the determination of of admissibility of such proof will have to be

'._ such questions t) the jury (i.e., was he a considered. This will be touched later.
reasonably prudent man?}, under proper in-
struction from the court." When products and THE LAW CHANGES
processes become too complex for a jury to

_ understand or too technical for a judgc tocom= Argument for use of system safety tech=
prehend, some o_her means than rhetoric may nlques as a legal instrument is supported by

_- be needed. What is "ordinary care" may be several considerations. These techniques are
_+ quite difficult to explain. The searchfor negli- certainly new tools. They have accompanied

gence has already been extended all the way the growth of recent technologies-=atomic

_ back to defects in design. Such ca_es put a energy, aircraft, space. But law and lawyers
strain on laymen and technic_l terms before use new tools, too. The needs of a changing
the judge. What better way in atechnicalsitua- society will be reflected in the decisions in
tion to demonstrate to a jury how dillgently one the courts. This growth and change in the law

has sought out and eliminated those circum- is most interestingly dealt with in a book titledstances which could cause actionable harm or "How High is UP" by Loth & Ernst.* They

loss? Particularly is this so when the ex- trace, in some of those fields, the manner inpression "the analysis applies throughout the which law has adapted itself to modern new "
life cycle of the system" is honest/applied, problems beginning with the legal concept

From a case in the books--'A reasonably "caveat emptor" i.e., "buyer beware." They
prudent man will neither neglect wha_ he can show how this concept was changed in a few

foresee nor waste his anxiety, on events that years, b_ reason of the "Cardozo Revolution," :
are barely possible..." [What is barely pos- to a 180 attitude and is now "caveat vendor", >
stble has only been occasionally quantified in (seller beware).
legal thinking. Not so, in a system analyses. They, Loth & Ernst, show that concepts of

i In some analyses, the "barely possible" i_ liability in aviation brought about vastchanges

actually put into numbered probabilities.] Con- ia the law regarding ownership of land and air,
t)nuing the quotation--"but he, the reasonable and the effects on the posture of society in re-

man, will order his precaution8 by the mess- spec_ m noise, vibration, comfort, right of way,

i ure of what aupears likely in the known course personal injury.of thtr.gs, whether the particular act or acts In McPherson v. Buick, 1916 Judge Cardozo
charged in the petition were performed or said, "on the basis that science perfecredpre-
omitted and whether the performance or omis- viously undreamed of safeguards against inani-
ston of some of them was a breach of legal mate objects and also much more damaging
duty."* objects the vendor has a responsibility and a

This, in legal terms, describes what one liability if he was placing a dangerous object
does in a logicanalysis,' on the market." Later interpretationsplaced

Having made an analysis the step by step liability on aircraft manufacturers, based on
documentation required in practically every

*Bobbs=Mer:fll Co,_[_c., NYC. LIB CONG. 64:
*_c. 38-,28AmJusS. P645 15,a_5
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the lack of reasonable care i_ the design and onstrations or tests by others in court orper-
control of quality. I_dare to predict that the law mit evidence of experiments performed out of
will recognize and use, logic techniques, tech- court..." This would seem to say that tests
nological advances in the storage of accident made as part of a hazards analyses, where the
information, system safety analyses, the tests probability (or improbability) of failure is t5 be
and measurements and requirementmfordocu- demonstrated, would surely be admissible.-p

:nentation that the space industry has de= Similarly, tests which frequently became part
veloped, of a system analysis will probably be admis-

It Is not unreasonable to expect that in the slble.
field of negligence, warranty, breach of cJn-

tract and rules of evidence, the law will adapt RISK VERSUS BENEFIT
to more systematic assistance in seeking out
the truth in appropriate cases, by the very
means used to assure safe hardware. The queries "What is safe?" or "How un-

safe Is unsafe?" are also tied into the con-
struction which may be put on the concept of

AS EVIDENCE "benefit versus risk."
Ernst in "How High Is Up" says "So law

The books say "Proof which is addressed must always strike a balance between risk and
directly to the sense of the court or jury with- recklessness." He mentioned this (he said)
out interposing the testimony of witnesses--is because it struck him as exceptionally plain in
the most convincing " The presentation of
charts, diagrams or tables which makeup the considering atomic energy." But use of atomic

energy is not the only situation where this ques-
analysis would, no doubt require the engineer
or persons qualified to be present. Diagrams tion is being posed. We see it frequently, for
or charts showing the basic assumptions of instance, with respect to environmental poLlu-

tion, now considered as a great risk. Here it
steps and stating the manner in which a sys-
tem safety analysis was made and the controls would seem that the law, when faced with this
which were applied will probably be allowed as dilemma, risk vs benefit, wiLl be greatly aided
evidence. The witnesses would be require_ to when the engineer or scientist applies his in-
be authenticated by the presiding judge, tormed logic before hand, in respect to what

the risk Is, that Is to be balanced. So it is pos-Let us look at another aspect of system
safety and evidence. How well would the docu- slble that the precise quantification of hazards

by technical analysis may more clearly help to
mentatton required a system safety analysis determine the values of risk and beneflt for the
serve the lawyers7 law as well as for the engineer.

"In general where a map, or a drawing is
,, offered as embodying in itself, the knowledge

ofthewitnesstowhichhe,inthisform deposes, ACCIDENTS FEED THE LAW
theverifyingwitnessmust be shown tohave
personalknowledge"ofthefactssoastoqualify Inthefieldofatomicenergytherehavebeen
him to testify to their correct representa- relatively few successful litigated claims for

[

+ ttons..." It Is my feeling that the step-by- damage. In fact, fewaccldents.lcanapeakhere
!

i stepdocumentationnotonlyprovidesthewit- withsome knowledge,sinceI wrotethefirst
+ ness with a most potent method of recall, but complete repertoire of all accidents involving

I italso demonstratesthatnothingwithinthe nuclear energy,which Is now an Atomic
power of the Intellect has been overlc:_ked in Energy Commission bl_,nnual report. At the
the search for safety, and that there was dLll- time there was no collected history, and I was
gence, somewhat surprlr_ed that the report sold over

7,000 copies at the Government Printing Office.
TESTS The whole application of • new energy source

and its integration Intosociety is an Instance
"The courts, :hough they do not favor ex- where the lack of accidents, due to the r/g/d

perlments and tests by the jury itself, nowvery requirements written into the law relating to
generally permit relevant experiments, dem- Its use, the extreme caution exercised/n the
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manu,acture and control of these hazardous me, and the possibilities of chgnging from
materials and the e_,_perience with other kinds absolute liability back to a defensive po_ition
of energy deprived the courts of prccendenton oy reason of an engineering procedure that
wnich tobase decl_ons.(Thtsfurthersupports looks at, identifies and eliminates hazards
the the_,is th_,t until there ts loss or damage we would seem quite real. "There are few con-
have no measure of what t_ saf? or unsafe.) It stants in the law but continued change. . ."*
will be _nteresting in the future as to what Given a hypothesis or doctrine c," strict

weight will b_ given by the courts to the ex- liability there must also be a corrollary zhat
treme care exercised in the cor,trol of this says "you may do .:omethmg or offer aproduct
hazard including the S_'_fety Analysis Review in the tirst place." That is, you are not pro-
system of analysis, hlblted to do so, bur ff you do so, r_e law says

When accidents do not occur, both plantiff you must be prepared ,,r be liable for it. In
and defendent arc ':e_r without a good raeaszre other wolds yes are _,eprtved of defe_mes
of the zelattonshtp of benefit and risk. For the normally available as to being a reasonable
q'aestion of excessive risk is going to depc;:d man. I sul_mlt again, subject to argument of
on what the cot.:ts decide ,_s _xcessive, thatls, course, that here is an ideal situation ,'or use
whether the controls were o_ w_re not what a of logical analysis of risk. By asing (and per-
reasonable man would have done--ar.:i whether h_s by u_age) a system safety analyses will

_ even so, the publ!c benefit prevails, allow you and the court to arrive at a more
precise idea of the true hazard, correct and

_ STKICT LIABILITY control them and provide proof thzt the pre-
",",ous strict liability is not to be assumed.

In certain sltuatiors a product or process

i is held to be hazardous without _urther proof APPLIED TO "_HE ENVIRONMENT

to the contrary. This raises a spee _latlon. In
• the doctrine of strict or absolute liability the The Nattor, al Environmental Policy Act of

person who puts a hazardous product on the 1969, P.L. 91-190, 1970 tmp_,ses requirements

market wlthout performing certain actions such on all Gcvernme_t agencies to Interpret and

as warnings and specific instruction to the administer their policies, regu:ations and puN-
buyer will be considered negllgentper se. How- lie laws In accordance with the policies _et
ever, it would seem the absolute liability might forth tn the Act. Those pe!Icies relate to con-
someday be successfully fought off and the servation and use cf the epvtronment, and
trend turned, al_ifting the liability back from a_,suring sa_e, healthy, productive, esthetic and
the vendor and giving him a chance to plead culturally vleastng surroundings, and other

' bet_eftt to the public and the absence of uneval- purposes. These requirements will fall on tn-
uated hazard. The law m_kes its changes in dustry to an increasing degree.
small steps. The apollcation of new methods of To accomplish these purposes the Congress

'_ engineering analysis are also steps usually in states under Sec. 102 _f the Act that the
the direction of greater precision and sounder agencies shall--
logic and safety. Perhaps these technical steps "(A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary :
toward greater perfection will be the occasion approach which will insure the integrated use of
for new legal approaches. It may be possible to the natural and social sciences end the environ- :,
avoid throwing up onets hands and saying" I'his mental desl_T, ar,J In planning and In decision

machine is too dangexous to allow man to use making which may h_ve an impact on man's !
it." It was only a few years ago that, the 'dos- environment;

slbllity of atomic energy for powex was ab., (B) Identify and develop methods and pro-
bored--today the-e are many nuclear power endures, in consultation with the Council on

plants on the line in spite of the fears of the Environmental Quality established by Title q
public and the experience Is good. of this Act. which will insure that presently

When I became interested in the relationship unquantffled environmental amenlfles and
between system safety analyses and the law, I
had not looked at a law book In many years. "Effective Research- Price & Bltmer. 1953. Pren.,
Consequently, changes were very apparent to tlce-Hall. NYC
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valuesmay be given appropriateconsideration The commonly used term in theanalysesof

in decisionmaking along with economic and space systems is "tradeoff."Itaccuratelyde-

technicalconsiderations; scribeditem (IV)relationshipabove.

(C)Include In every recommendation or And flnallyitem (V) is e statementofthe

report ortproposalsfor legislationand other residualhazards and therequirementonwhlch
major Federal actionssignificantlyaffecting management decisionsmust be made.

{he qualit/of the human environment,a de- The usual hard requirement in a system

tailedstatement by the responsibleofficial a-_alysisis thateach stepisdocumented,and
on=- that the whole analysis pro¢ides for sound

(i)the environmentalimpact olthepro.. management deci_ions.

posed acr2on, The administrationoftherequirei..entsof

(il)any adverse environmentaleffects the Environmental Act placean added burden

which cannotbe avoidedshouldtheproposal on almostevery projectcz activityof any ir_-

be implemented, portanceand--itwouldsee1:qtba;system analy-
(ill)alternativestotheproposedaction, sis would providea simple atu effectivepro-

(iv)the relationship between local cedure toassurethat_ givenpro_ectmeet :KJe
short-termuses ofmants environmentand intentof thelaw.

the maintenance and enhancement oflong-

term productivity,and

(v)any h'reversibleand irretrievable Summary
commitments oI resources which should

be involvedin the proposed actionshoulu T_iefinalanswer tothequestionofsafeness

Itbe implemented." is statedby thecourts.W::atis"safe"changes
Itis the fivespecificsunder (C)thatde- withexperience.

serve our attentionwhen pursuingthesubjec_ As technologyadvances new toolsare de-

ofthetitleof thispaper, veloped. The new system safety analyses
As written,thoserequirementsparaphrase (methods)are such tools.

quite suitably the basis fora systems analysis. The law and lawyers use new tools.
The objective of a systems safetyanalyslststo The needs of society wall be reflected in
avoid an undesired event,In thiscase one decisionsofthe_courts.

whlch willpollutetheenvironment.Inasystems These decisionschange the law step by
' analysisof a piece of hardware thlseventis oeep.

t equivalent to a failure resulting in damage or It is not _,_reas,_nable to expect that the 1_ •
' loss of a mission, eventually adapts Its decisions as to whatls ,.:i
! The methods avatl_blesuch as FaultTree, is not safetotherealworld,and betterengl-

; ; FM & Effects, Gross Hazards Analysis could neertng analyses will be defense against llabll-
be used to Identify the events which will bring Ity all the way back to deMgn.
the pollution about. If, in the real world we find system analyses

The selection of ,vailable alternatives to useful, so aiso will the cea.;rt-% and they can
the propor,ed action as required in this law wlll flnd them so in negllgencs, warranty, breach
become poss/.ble when, in the analysis they are of contracts, evidence.
pin pol,Red.
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SESSION I

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

DR. CLARK: I am interested in the problem QUESTION: Concerning the supervisors re-
of liability of the vendor from the last speaker, porting on accidents, you seem to indicate that
On what basis do you say, at the present time, this supervisor knows what the problems are

: that this is the situation, when you notice that in this management system and you infer a
the percent of defective salea that are going to great deal of validity to what this man is saying,

: qualify a builder for settlement, are less than how do you know that what he is saying is that
1707 The National Commission on Product valid?

_ Safety has identified .05% as the typtcal qualtty POPE: I don't know that I can take your
reliability insurance plus settlement costs, question and give you the answer that you're

:_ MR. HAYES: I don't think I quite under- looking foc. The only thing that the aligned
stand your question--or did I just hear the first supervisor knows is that things are going wrong.

_- part of it. What we've done is, we coded, we have a
DR. CLARK: Why do you sav it tsupto the coding system, and wehavegtvenhtm anumber

¢

_: vendor today, that the manufactt_rer is taking ,of questions which he can respond to, we
{_ the responsibility for _'s oroduct? literally ler.d him towards. For example, if he

MR. HAYES: I th."_ you 'xll find that those thinks personnel is not giving him a problem or
cases that have res'lited In very large settle- he has a problem, he then has a whole series of
ments and wl re he cases are completely things he looks at under personnel and one of
li_.igatt=,', (l.e. not settled out of court), that the them would be staffing. If he has a lifting prob.
responsibility in many cases today ends up on lem, he ,:an say, well we san go out and train
the vendor, them how to lift, yes, but I sbouldhave an extra

DR. CLARK: This is a very small percent man there too. He not only puts in that he has
of sales! The real responsibility remains on a condition of lifting but he also puts in that he
the buyer, has a personnel p'oblem related to staffing.

_ MR. HAYES: All right, I buy that but we are Then, when we go to the computer andask how
talking nout litigated cases. Many airplane many staffing problems we have had in accident

_bes e .u up in placing the negligence, a the situations related to personnel, we then cango
-,'_igner of the airplane. This is becoming more back to personnel with a cause and a cost, we

ah_ more frequent. It is my po4nt, that acieq-aacy go by cost, and say to our personnel function
Ofdesign Is important now in law suits and the that has something to do with staffing, do you

courts look at how the manufacturer designed realize that there is a staffing problem gen-
the proouct to determine whether or not the erally In this particular area of the organtza-

i manufacturer is liable when it is involved in an tlon which is shown by the number of cases that

accident, we've got that came out, notnecessarflyllfting
DR. CLARK: We were very Impressed in but staffing was the problem in many other :

the National Commission on ProdactSafety with instances too. These people are not happy withwhat a small percent of the produc_ taflures end their utafflng situation and it has cost us this
up in liability _ults. Most of these things of amount of money because of it; therefore, you
course get settled out of court, but it is a very have a responsibility, a concern to solve that
small percent that ends up as the manufac- particular problem, not me.
turer's respon:_ibillty. QUESTION: I would like to ask Mr. Ptnkel

MR. HAYES: Yes, but I think if those prod- about the datafax accessibility. Is it accessible
ucts happened to be pressure cookers or other at the present time only to NASA contractors
hazardous devices or vehlcies that get Into the and NASA personnel7
public's hsnds and create the accidents, I think MR. PINKEL: Anyone can request the t_-

_'_ you will find a larger percentage, formation he wishes to have. It Is availJt;h

t MR. BOLGER: It would be interesting to the community at large, -sally. No charge ,.; !

see how the settlements went too. involved.
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MR. BOLGER: That is the intent of itlsnVt MR. PINKEL: We can't keepacttizenfrom
it? It is to be used for the nation as a whole, having access to the bank.
right? MR. BOLGER: That poses the problem of

MR. PINKEL. It is for the nation as a whole, who is going to put infol ._ation in It, Right?
Of course, the interest is steered to the MR. LEDERER: Then he can be sure of his

aerospace community, but anyone has a right facts before he distorts them.
to it. MR. PINKEL: We'll distort them a little

QUESTION: Would the information be in- first, Jerry.
aeccsstblc to any lawyer to get information for
a law suit?
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